Wikibase Pyramid to address issues

What’s the goal?

What is required?

How do we do it?
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For continuity and financial independence we need to fund the MWStakeholders Group. How much is needed and when?
For continuity and financial independence we need to fund the MWStakeholders Group. How much is needed and when?

Make a funding plan to find sponsors. Sponsors are MW users that are willing to pay for MW use, exposure and improvements. Some of the users will currently donate to the Wikimedia Foundation.
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Make a funding plan to find sponsors. Sponsors are MW users that are willing to pay for MW use, exposure and improvements. Some of the users will currently donate to the Wikimedia Foundation.

Use WikiApiary, MW/SMW business solutions providers[1] and EMWCon sponsors as a potential list. We can offer potential sponsors a sponsorship[2] providing exposure (names/adds etc.). Do we want to prioritize MW improvements?